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THREE PROBLEMS OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SCE- 

NOGRAPHY, THEATRE AND SOME WORKS BY NICOLAS 

POUSSIN

The following contribution is a fragmentary outline of three pro

blems. The first problem concerns Poussin’s method of representing his 

compositions with help of modelli and model stages. Secondly, I attempt 

to show that the use of scenographic elements in Poussin’s paintings 

leads to the question about common structures of painting and theatre. 

Structure here means the relations between the scenographic elements, 

the represented action and the spectator. The question about common 

structures is necessary, and it can help to avoid a mistake. The connec

tions between painting and stage setting or representation in the theatre 

should not be defined as influences — not only in the case of Poussin’s 

work. The uncritical consideration of historical connections as influences 

is a wide spread historiographic and methodological mistake Represen

tation in painting and in theatre have common problems and common so

lutions. The third problem to be outlined here is the question about the 

evaluation of these connections and common structures for the interpre

tation of a painting — as an example I propose to analyse Poussin’s 

Death of Sapphira.

I Wax figures, model stage and model theatre

Poussin’s method of working out compositions with help of little 

wax figures — modelli — and of reconstructing the action on model 

stages is described by Bellori and Sandrart2. Sandrart defines exactly the 

location of the modelli, which are on a smooth board, marked out in 

squares3. The first of the three published descriptions of Poussin’s 

method of making little wax figures and setting them up on a stage, Le 

Blond de la Tour’s Lettre... contenant quelques instructions touchant la 

peinture, 1669, gives more and important details. Le Blond writes, that 

Poussin invented the planche Barlongue, a board on which the figures 

were fixed by means of pegs fitted into a series of holes4 (fig. 134 

suggests a reconstruction of the planche Barlongue. Then Poussin created 

wax models of landscape and architecture and finally covered the whole 

board and the scenery with a box. Il (Poussin) dressoit une bo'ette Cube, 

ou plus longue que large, selon la forme de sa planche, qui servoit d’as- 

siete d son Tableau, laquelle bo'ette il bouchoit bien de tous cos tees, hor- 

mis celuy par ou il (c)ouvroit toute sa planche qui soutenoit ses Figures, 

la posant de sorte que les extremites de la bo'ette tomboient sur celles de 
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la planche, entourant ainsi & embrassant, pour ainsi dire, toute cette 

grande machine 4. Then Poussin pierced holes into the left and the right 

sides of the box in order to control the light and finally he made a 

little hole in the front of the box. Through this hole, which fixed 

the position and the distance of the eye, Poussin observed the 

whole scene: Et enfin il fesoit une petite ouverture au devant de 

sa boette, pour voir toute la face de son Tableau d I’endroit de la distan

ce; & il pratiquoit cette ouverture si sagement, qu’elle ne causoit 

aucun iour etranger, parce qu’il la fermoit avec son oeil, en regardant 

par Id pour dessigner son tableau sur le papier dans toutes ses aptitudes 6 

(fig. 135) offers a reconstruction of the grande machine 7.

The method of representing the action with little wax figures and of 

constructing a model stage had been used by many artists in the six

teenth century, but it seems that only Tintoretto’s proceeding, described 

by Ridolfi, had certain analogies with Poussin’s sophisticated and compli

cated method, i.e. to. build a whole model theatre8. Le Blond de la 

Tour seems to be less convincing than Bellori and Sandrart, who descri

be a more traditional and simple method. But we have to consider that 

du Fresnoy advises in his Arte Graphica the modelling of figures and 

that Roger de Piles describes in his commentary the construction of an 

adjustable model stage with a mobile spectator’s hole, un trou ambula- 

toire 9. Presumably, this construction has nothing to do with Le Blond’s 

description nor with Poussin’s box, but it shows again the importance of 

the fixed distance between the spectator’s eye and the scene.

The grande machine described by Le Blond as well as de Piles’ 

method point to analogies between the problems treated and studied by 

the painter and the problem of the scenography and the theatre architec

ture 10. It is probable that a precisian like Poussin preferred an ela

borated method with the possibility of determining the distance be

tween stage and spectator. Here it is important to remember Poussin’s 

own differenciation between two ways of seeing objects: the first, le 

simple aspect, is a natural operation; the second is a rational, attentive 

seeing: ce que je nomme le Prospect est un office de raison qui depend 

de trois choses, sgavoir de I’oeil, du rayon visuel, et de la distance de 

I’oeil a I’objet *. Poussin is most unlikely to have used a method with 

which one could yield only the simple aspect. If he used the modelli and 

the model stage, he had in all probability an apparatus which was used 

to fix the spectator’s eye and to determine the distance to the stage. In 

his drawing of an artist’s studio there is an apparatus with a fixed distan

ce in function, but unfortunately not in connection with a model stage, 

but certainly fer a light or a colour experiment12.

The distance between spectator and stage has more than a technical 

significance. Poussin gave us two hints in his letters as to how he 

accomplished contemporary events and situations. He understands them 

and himself as the connection between drama and spectator: Vous aues 

le grand liure ouuert ou Von voit comme sur un teatre jouer d’estranges 

personnage. Mais ce n’est pas peu de plaisir de sortir quelquefois de I’or- 
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questre. Pour d’un petit coin comme incogneu pouuoir gouster les gestes 

des acteurs 13.

II Elements of scenography — structure of representation

The close connection of the architecture scenery between Pous

sin’s Plague at Ashdod, (fig. dated 1630-31, and Sebastiano 

Serlio’s scena tragica has always been observed 14. But Poussin’s use 

of Serlio’s woodcut and the combination with other visual sources points 

to a characteristic transformation of the function and the significance of 

the scena tragica. (fig. 13'7) Whereas Serlio designs the tragic decor as a 

street and orders the buildings in a central-perpective alignment, Poussin 

puts a square area in front of this street and emphasizes the transversals 

with steps, treasure-house and both palaces to an extent that the actual 

Serlianic aspect is reduced to the street which leads into the background. 

At the same time, the representation of the plot is no longer performed 

on the apron as it used to be during the Renaissance, but it spreads back 

across the transversal space 14. This transformation happens parallel with 

the change of the stage during the baroque classicism of Rome. As far as 

we know, transverse architectonic elements for the first time appear in 

the stage setting for San Alessio, dated 1632, which is ascribed to 

Pietro da Cortona 16. Also, the engraving by Collignon shows, that the 

representation of the action has moved from the apron to the middle 

stage. This shift of the action is not independent of the Florentine 

tradition, as we can see by a comparison with the decoration by Alfonso 

Parigi for the opera La Flora, dated 1628 17.

According to Vitruv’s differentiation of the genera scenae, the scena 

tragica by Serlio indicates the style level of the actions and functions as 

decor, which is not included in the representation of the action 

Different however is the significance of the scena tragica in Poussin’s 

painting. It is transformed with help of motives of another woodcut in 

Serlio’s Architettura. The diagonally set column basis in the left bottom 

corner and the ruin of the obelisk can be found as motives on the title 

page of the third book of Serlio’s publication (fig. 138) 19. This book 

deals with the Antiquities of Rome and its frontispiece, entitled ROMA 

OVANTA FVIT IPSA RVINA DOCET, refers to the greatness as well 

as to the past of Rome. The abbreviated representation of the actual 

state of the past greatness of Rome is evidently an illustration of the 

course of history. Through the combination of motives of the mentioned 

title page with the tragic scene in Poussin’s Plague at Ashdod the 

double temporal index is included and the significance of the scena 

tragica is changed. The scena tragica with the ruins is part of the 

reconstruction of the historical scene as well as a representation of the 

allegorical dimension of history. History has in itself — as we can learn 

from the contemporary historiography as well as from the theory of 

history and simple texts like Felibien’s differenciation of the genres of 

painting — a twofold allegorical dimension, one is the course of
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decay, the other the course of rescue. History teaches its allegorical 

dimensions and within them the dialectic of decay and rescue. Know

ledge of history means conscience of these allegorical dimensions and 

their dialectic 20.

In the Plague at Ashdod the strong emphasis of the avant-scene 

remains. The group on the middle stage in front of the Ark of the 

Covenant cannot spread out sufficiently and further actions are anecdo

tally set — this if one takes Poussin’s later mass scenes as a measure. 

The real taking-over of the whole scenic area occurs only in the mass 

compositions of the second half of the thirties. In the two versions of 

the Rape of Sabines the whole scene is filled with the multiplicity of the 

actions from the front stage to the transversal termination. They not 

only show different activities, but they also demonstrate different pha

ses of the happening: the sign for the beginning of the action, violent 

kidnapping, capture, deportation of the resistant, flight in half reconcil

iation. The spatial extension is at the same time an extension in time of 

the incident, it is the distribution of the simultaneity of the represented 

action into a succession. This kind of representation from beginning to 

middle and end of an incident in connection with different stage depths 

reaches its climax in the Isrealites gathering the Manna of 1637-39 (fig. 

139)21.

In these mass scene the approach towards the scenic representa

tion has been shifted from the stage-like setting to the structure. The 

structural accordance of Poussin’s mass scenes with the Aristotelian 

theory of drama Through the example of the Israelites gathering the 

Manna was noticed by the French Academy following Lebrun’s fa

mous conference on the 5th of November 1667. It is the determina

tion that the plot in painting as in theatre has to be developed from the 

beginning to the middle until the end and the transference of the 

concept of peripeteia to that kind of to Poussin’s representation which 

includes misery and rescue 22. Poussin’s mass scenes approach the struc

ture of the scenic representation through the peripeteia, i.e. through the 

realization of the dramatical turning point of the incident. This represen

tation of the turning point is not only a representation of a change of a 

historical event as an example of rescue.

history becomes evident, the change from misery to ‘oy in the Israelites 

gathering the Manna reveals a second allegorical dimension. It shows a 

historical event. In the ruins of Ashdod a first allegorical dimension of

III The Death of Sapphira

In the Death of Sapphira (fig. JL40), dated 1654-56, Poussin seems 

to draw upon an older type of scenic representation23. Not only does 

the whole incident happen on the front stage instead of spreading out 

towards the back, but the characters have the same relation and propor

tion to the buildings right in front as on the Renaissance-stage (fig 

141) 24. But behind this avant-scene appears the prospect of another 
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space, a background prospettiva as a scene in the scene (fig. 142). Here, 

the expansion and therefore the relationship between figures and buil

dings is different, and the architecture stands in no way in the same 

alignment as the palaces of the avant-scene. These relations as well as 

details refer this background prospettiva to this type of architectonical 

scenery of the baroque stage design for which the set for Andromede of 

1650 by Giacomo Torelli stands as an example (fig. 25. Therefore, 0 

Poussin combines in Death of Sapphira a shallow stage with a narrow 

view with a deep stage with a wide view. This background view 

contains a most remarkable motive: the two-tower castle which appears 

in the back of the prospettiva. The castle and the rocks are lit up in 

such a way that they lose every sense of gravity and reach towards the 

clouds. Only in this painting, the castle, which is a reminiscence of Les 

Andelys and an important requisite in another painting, gains the chara

cter of a floating appearance 26. One cannot avoid recalling the beautiful 

appearance of the descending castle of the gods in Guitti’s setting for La 

Contessa at Ferrara in 1631 and in two operas by Giacomo Torelli, 

produced 1642 and 1643 at Venice 26. Torelli’s set for Bellerofonte, act 

II, 3 (fig. 144) shows the appearing palace of Venus in the sky28. The 

magnificence of this mechanically produced appearences of palaces and 

castles in the clouds may be reduced considerably in Poussin's Death of 

Sapphira, but it is not eliminated. Even so it reinforces the character of 

the prospettiva as a contrast to the historical event on the front stage.

The prospettiva and its scene is quite the reverse of the event on the 

front stage. The man who stands at the focal point at the transition 

from the foreground to the background is clearly to decipher as the 

very contrary to the punishing Petrus — according to the kind of action 

and the color scheme. Petrus points to the opposite of punishment. His 

hand has a first spatial aim in Sapphira and a second spatial aim in this 

man and his action of charity 28. With this action, with the wide space 

and the marvellous appearing castle, the baroque stage prospettiva is 

defined as the reversal of punishment on the narrow Renaissance front 

stage. Because the transition from one to the other seems to be conti 

nuous, the incompatibility of the avant-scene with the prospettiva 

noticed before has never been.

The historical event of the punishment of Sapphira and its reverse 

are therefore inscribed in the contrast between a narrow Renaissance 

apron and a wide Baroque prospettiva. The contrast is reinforced with 

the marvellous apparition of the castle, but it is veiled under a conti

nuity of the space. The relationship between the two spheres is at the 

same time reversal and perfection. It is again the connection of history 

and allegory. The allegory has a hidden-apparent presence in the re-pre- 

sented history 30.
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145. Sebastiano Serbo, Roma quanta fuit ipsa 

ruina docet, title page of thè third book 

of thè Architettura, Venice 1551.

146. Nicolas Poussin, The Israelites gathering thè Manna, 1637-39, Paris, Louvre.
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